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Alternatives of
the future
Alternative energy and power sources are
on the rise. Wind turbines or Solar cells
now dominate entire regions. And electric,
hybrid or fuel cell-powered vehicles are
increasingly seen on the road. We thoroughly
explore these subjects in this latest issue of
“Heartbeat”. Many manufacturers already
rely upon the pioneering advanced
technologies of KSPG. And we are designing
the mobility of the future together with you.
We present our latest developments,
systems and components at the IAA.
In addition, you will also hear more exciting
news from the wild world of drive propulsion
in this issue of “Heartbeat”. The issue
rounds off with interesting interviews
with personalities like Horst Binnig,
the CEO of KSPG AG, horsepower pro
Jean Pierre (“JP”) Kraemer or Kolbenschmidt
Managing Director Dr Alexander Sagel
on his test drive in the Mercedes E-Class
with our proprietary steel pistons.
We wish you lots of fun in your reading!

Peter Hartung
Senior Vice President
Corporate Communications
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// Driven

by the wind
The longings of a traveller—Daniel Beerstecher on a sailing voyage

The art video of the sailing trip, “THE CONQUEST
OF THE USELESS”, was shown for the first time
at the second Biennale de Montevideo.
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www.danielbeerstecher.de

Land sailor

The allure of emptiness:
No people, no concrete walls,
no civilisation.

The artist and nature:
Without wind, we made no headway.

“I need to get out of here”—as Daniel Beerstecher
saw the endless concrete jungle in the 20 millionstrong metropolis of Sao Paolo during his yearlong
foreign exchange scholarship in 2011, the German
artist suddenly felt very troubled and the desire
to be free and cut loose all ties swelled up within him.

Taking a sailing tour was a must—but
it needed to transpire in a somewhat different way. Thoughts of sailing normally bring
to mind the salty smell of seawater and
the feeling of rocking on billowy waves. 
But Daniel Beerstecher would not be a
multiple award-winning video and performance artist if he had not envisioned a
totally different form of sailing—his dream
was to travel through Patagonia on a boat
with wheels.
Sailing out in the sticks
The project that the artist (who lives in
Stuttgart and Rio de Janeiro) had conceived
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was gigantic. He faced artistic, technical
and financial problems that brought the
entire undertaking to the brink of failure
several times. However, in the end, his art
project was realised with the help of his
five-man team and numerous supporters:
in the summer of 2014, Beerstecher sailed
with his sailboat on country roads through
the steppe-like plains of Argentina for
two months. Here in sparsely populated
Patagonia, he enjoyed the remoteness from
civilisation, the incredible vastness of the
countryside and the views of the towering
peaks of the Andes. Water is therefore not
essential for freedom.

news from KSPG

Caterpillar quality prize:
silver turns to gold

PSA awards prize to
Pierburg, s.r.o.
“Diversity for success”
For the first time, the Large Bore Piston Division of KS Kolbenschmidt GmbH has received the SQEP (Supplier Quality Excellence
Program) Gold Award from Caterpillar. The construction equipment
manufacturer continuously bestows this honour to reward first-class
services relating to delivery dependability and product quality. Last
year, Kolbenschmidt took home the Silver after previously winning
the Bronze several times. Caterpillar tests its suppliers every year
with regard to quality, delivery dependability, customer satisfaction, innovative strength and improvements. Among other successes, Kolbenschmidt also significantly improved delivery dependability in the past year, achieving a higher than 97% rating.

Faster route
to Niederrhein
factory

KS ATAG TRIMET Guss GmbH has been awarded the
“Diversity for Success” Prize from the German Federal
Ministry of Economics for its dedication in recruiting and
hiring international skilled personnel. The prize was presented to Hartmut Galenski, Production Manager of the
plant in South Harz, and Training Supervisor Frank Wenzel
in Berlin in June. The company launched the initiative in
2013 to offer young people from southern Europe a career
perspective and convince them to undertake an apprenticeship. At the same time, KS ATAG TRIMET Guss GmbH
is thereby helping to remedy the skilled labour shortage
in Harz—thus creating a classic win-win situation.

The new pedestrian bridge, which connects the Niederrhein factory with
the city centre of Neuss, was inaugurated in a June opening ceremony,
with the Honourable Mayor Herbert Napp presiding. It now takes only a
few minutes to get from the main train station to the harbour pier. This
convenient path stretching along the other side of the dock attracts
praise not only from Pierburg employees but also the citizens of Neuss.
The new shoreline park extending around the factory invites passers-by
to stroll along the harbour and offers both playgrounds and sports
facilities. Pierburg pitched its own pagoda tent at the opening ceremony to welcome and introduce itself to the people of Neuss. Together
with company trainees, Training Supervisor Rolf Kemper explained how
job-seekers can plan their professional career launch at Pierburg.

The Czech Pierburg factory, Pierburg, s.r.o.
received the “Best Plant Award 2015” from
PSA in July for its higher-than-average product and delivery quality for EGR modules
with bypass valves and cooling units. The
French OEM presents this honour to suppliers with excellent performance. Pierburg
thereby stands among the top 4% of PSA

suppliers. The Czech Pierburg site employs
more than 350 workers and manufactures
products for emission reduction and
air supply. In 2014, the plant produced
approx. 2 million EGR modules and over
2½ million magnetic valves.

Innovation prize
for KS steel piston

Motorservice invests in Neuenstadt
MS Motorservice International GmbH is
making extensive investments in its Neuenstadt am Kocher location. Office spaces
there are already undergoing expansion.
Moreover, Motorservice will start construction on a logistics building in autumn.
The new 14 metre-high hall will feature a
capacity of 7,000 pallet spaces occupying
5,400 m2. In addition, a modern smallparts warehouse will be established in an
existing hall. Planned investments total

€9 million. These financial outlays were
made possible by collaborating with employees to conclude a supplemental labour
agreement, which retains the 39-hour
work week until 2023, adds further opportunities for flexible working hours and increases the proportion of contract workers.
In exchange, Motorservice guarantees to
keep this location in operation during this
period and maintain its high percentage
of trainees.

500

metres
to the main station
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metres
the total length of the bridge

The passenger vehicle diesel motor piston
developed by Kolbenschmidt in collaboration
with Daimler and cooperation partner Hirschvogel has been awarded the Steel Innovation Prize 2015. In June, Dr Alexander Sagel,
Head of the Hardparts Division at KSPG AG,
accepted the prize on behalf of the com
pany in Berlin. The piston will be utilized for
the first time in large-scale production in
the V6 diesel motors of the Mercedes-Benz
E-Class (E 350 BlueTEC). Steel pistons offer
convincing advantages thanks to their high
performance and large potential for reducing CO2 emissions. They are predestined
for compact design architectures with high
power reserves: the exceptional strength
of steel allows the piston to feature significantly smaller height and wall thickness
dimensions compared to aluminium pistons.
This year marked the 10th anniversary of
the Steel Innovation Prize, one of the most
important competitions of its kind.

250

tonnes
of steel components
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Focus
Plugs instead of pumps:
as a new “fuel”, electricity
is set to gain ground.

// Motor world on

the brink of change

With its Hardparts and Mechatronics Divisions, KSPG is especially
known for its innovative products for combustion engines. However,
the Neckarsulm-based company is also increasingly focusing
on alternative drives. KSPG already offers numerous solutions
that address the ever greater diversity in mobility. KSPG is thereby
helping to pave the way for electric motors, hybrid units, etc.

… 2010

Electromobility is nothing new for KSPG

6-speed

Generator

Along with vehicles powered exclusively by electricity,
hybrid technology plays a key role.
Innovative solutions like KSPG’s “REx” range extender
are helping to drive the new revolution in mobility.
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2010–2015

Starter motor

2015–2025

8–10speed

8-speed

Starter/generator

The grand future of pure electric drive
is still a long way off, autos with petrol and
diesel engines will continue to dominate
the street scene for the foreseeable future.
Nevertheless, electric motors and other
alternative drives are already part of our
transportation reality today. Probably the
greatest current disadvantage of electrically powered vehicles is the poor range.
Batteries are expensive and heavy, which
already limits the electric energy available
in the auto from a purely construction
standpoint. Purely electrically powered vehicles are therefore less commonly seen on
roads than hybrid-powered automobiles.
As the name suggests, a hybrid drive consists of a combination of several drives, for
example, a diesel and an electric motor.
At the same time, it uses the advantages

2030–2035

Electric auxiliary drive

2035–2050

2speed

Electric auxiliary drive

of both technologies. Simply put: if the
route is short, I will drive economically and
emissions-free with electricity; if I need
more range, then I will use the combustion
engine, either directly or indirectly.
Sometimes electric, sometimes with fuel
The term “serial operation” describes a
vehicle purely mobilised with electricity supplied by a combustion engine solely functioning as an electric generator. This type
of vehicle comes equipped with adequately
powerful electric motors that can mobilise it
without further support. The necessary electricity for the electric drive is drawn from a
battery and produced with a generator while
the combustion engine is in operation. By
contrast, “parallel operation” involves combining the power of an electric motor and

2speed

Fully electric drive

combustion engine in one powertrain. Both
the electric motor and combustor can then
be conceived with less power output than
serial operation would allow. The battery is
charged through recuperation. Moreover,
the power-split hybrid configuration allows
the combustion engine to be operated independently of the driving condition, which
allows the battery to be charged during the
drive. Many experts expect that the electric
drive-combustion engine power ratio of this
technology will alter with time. While petrol
and diesel engines are still the stronger
components today, the focus could increasingly move in the direction of the electric
motor (see graphic). A “plug-in-hybrid”
refers to either a serial or parallel operation
vehicle that can be recharged from the
national grid via plug socket outlet.
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He who brakes, wins
Sometimes we use electrical energy for
more efficient mobilisation without noticing
it. That is how many modern vehicles with
recuperation systems are equipped. They
function like this: kinetic energy is converted into heat energy when braking, which
normally dissipates unused. A recuperation
system uses the braking energy (and also
the energy arising when coasting) to boost
the voltage of the dynamo and recharge the
on-board electrical system battery. When
the vehicle accelerates again after the braking phase, this stored energy discharges to
the generator and lowers fuel consumption.

is where the REx comes into play. It involves
a two-cylinder petrol engine that engages
whenever the vehicle battery charge runs
low. It then replenishes its energy with a
generator. The maximum range of the KSPG
Fiat 500 test vehicle was increased from
70 to 500 kilometres in this way. Currently,
a battery-powered vehicle on a subsequent
journey would have to plan in even longer
stops to recharge the battery. Not so for
the REx, which additionally recharges itself
during the drive and can be refuelled as
usual. The driver hardly notices any of all
this because the REx produces only minimal
sounds and vibrations. In temperature

The innovative heating and cooling module
makes electric vehicles more energy-efficient—
and enhances their operating radius.

r anges where the battery experiences un
favourable energy conversion efficiencies
when charging and discharging, it can
moreover supply heat or cold and thereby
optimise the energy conversion efficiency.

The KSPG test vehicle
also recovers the
braking energy—up to
10 kW can be gained
by taking the foot
off the accelerator
Additional advantages: except for the fuel
tank and the radiator, the components are
pre-assembled as a ready-to-install module.
The compact REx can also fit under the floor
or in the spare wheel recess. Integrating
the power engine in a vehicle is likewise
unproblematic. Soon the REx will become
even “greener”. Together with several partners, KSPG is developing a model that runs
on regeneratively produced natural gas. A
first application is to operate a small utility
vehicle completely with regenerative energy.
That includes the electric main drive and the
Range Extender. Due to its great potential
for lowering CO2, the “Green Rex” project
is being subsidised by the German Federal
Ministry of Economics and Technology.
Making wise use of operating temperature
The amount of electricity available for electric autos declines when the vehicle interior
is heated or cooled. To ensure that the short
range of electric autos is not reduced even
further, KSPG has developed a thermal
management module that employs a heat
pump function to significantly reduce

Drive further with the REx
Both technologies—hybrid drive and brake
energy recuperation—play a large role in
the Range Extender (REx) from KSPG. It addresses the greatest weaknesses of electric
autos: the limited range and long charging
times. Usually, the range is just 100–200
kilometres—and even this distance is
only achievable under ideal conditions. If
the driver requires additional energy—for
example, when operating the air-conditioning—or if he drives somewhat faster,
the range falls significantly. Many consumers fear that the battery might run down
before they reach their planned destination
(“range anxiety”). This fear represents the
biggest obstacle to making a purchase. This
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Fuel cells on the verge of a breakthrough?
When speaking of alternative drives, one
must of course not fail to mention fuel cells.
A fuel cell is a so-called galvanic cell that
uses the chemical reaction of a combustible fuel (usually hydrogen) and an oxidising
agent (usually oxygen) to generate energy.
The fuel cell converts this reaction energy
into electricity. In practice, the range of
fuel cell autos is comparable to that of
conventional vehicles. By contrast, the
ecological balance depends on whether
regenerative energies are used in producing
the hydrogen. The technology is currently
still undergoing repeated prototype testing
in the automotive sector, but is already well
established in, for example, the military
sector. The German submarine class 212 A
has already been using fuel cells successfully for many years. But fuel cells could
also soon become more common in autos:
the hydrogen filling station network will
undergo a massive expansion in the coming
years. The first series vehicles from Toyota,

Hyundai and Honda are even already on the
market or ready for launch in the European
market. Consequently, KSPG also has its
eye on fuel cell technology. One innovation
is already in the testing phase: a hydrogen
recirculation fan. This somewhat awkwardly named system is comparable to a fuel
pump in a combustion engine. The hydrogen recirculation fan permanently supplies
the so-called “stack” of individual cells
constituting the fuel cell with hydrogen. The
pump sucks excess hydrogen away from the
stack and reintroduces it.

This increases the
efficiency of the
reaction, thus
extending the range
Moreover, the constant recirculation
increases the operating life of the stack.
Without such a pump, increasing efficiency
would only be achievable through elaborate
measures, e.g. by increasing the platinum content in the stack. The presented
solutions are only a sampling from the
broad portfolio of KSPG. But they show:
whether it be for hybrid units, e-motors or
fuel cells—the company is already developing intelligent solutions today for the drive
technologies of tomorrow.

400

hydrogen filling stations
in Germany in 2023

No more fear of running out of power: the “REx” range extender
kicks in when the E-motor runs out of energy.
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energy needed for heating and cooling. The
module is designed as an essential component of the air-conditioning system. It takes
into account the heat generated from vehicle operation and adjusts all components
to their optimal operating temperatures. In
association with an intelligent regulation of
thermal efficiency, the heating and cooling
module contributes to increasing range.
The module can be placed into the vehicle
freely with little installation work. Thanks to
the low number of connecting elements for
the almost completely hermetically sealed
coolant circulation and a reduced filling
capacity, the system moreover enables a
reduction in losses to the surroundings.

50

Inquired!

Heinrich Dismon,
Head of Research and Technology at KSPG AG

// In view of the fact that we are con
tinually discovering new oil reserves,
do we really still need electro-mobility
at all?
The current resource issue certainly isn’t
driving development. But it’s also a fact
that all manufacturers are working on
“powertrain electrification”. In addition,
one mustn’t forget that we need to keep
our eye on the issue of carbon neutrality
and legislators also provide clear guidelines for CO2 emissions here.
// How important are alternative drive
areas for KSPG?
Electrification will come, but it won’t
happen overnight. At least in passenger
vehicles, it’s more that the combustion
engine will gradually get more and more
support from an electric motor. As a
first step in that direction, I first see
energy efficiency measures like making
use of dissipated heat through mild
hybridisation in connection with energy
recuperation.
// And how does it go from there?
After that, we will see ever-greater
partial electrification. For us, that means
peripheral components will also need
to be electrified and we will have to
concentrate on 48-volt vehicle electrical
systems. In the future, we can expect a
large variety of drive concepts. More
and more, these concepts will have to
satisfy local requirements and this will
also include purely electrical drives.

hydrogen filling stations in Germany
by the end of 2015
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// Megatrends

as energizer
The never-ending drive to innovate and transform
Ever since the nineties of the previous century a number
of megatrends such as System Costs, Quality, Technology,
and Globalization have been spurring the auto industry
from one record to the next.

Concurrently, growing individualization on the part of the end-user has been
leading to micro-segmentation and an ever
proliferation of choices on offer. But that’s
not all. The parameters prevailing on the
individual markets and continuously undergoing change as well as the superimposed
societal trends all act on the development
of tomorrow’s cars and components and
need therefore to be taken into consideration. Much of this can be subsumed
under the present trend of Sustainability.
Other current megatrends are the intense
efforts to further reduce „fuel consump
tion and emissions,“ pushing ahead with
„lightweight vehicles“ as well as repeat-
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edly improving the vehicle’s „active and
passive“ safety features. One example
of the difficulty in reconciling conflicting
objectives: the integration of additional
safety features, driver assistance systems
or comfort and convenience elements all
spell extra vehicle weight which then has
to be trimmed elsewhere in the car. The
subject of „autonomous“ driving is taking
a wholly different direction as are the
„networking of car functions“ both with
the infrastructure and each other, the use
of „micro cars“ in conurbations, „electric
mobility“ and, last but not least, alternative modes of ownership such as „car
sharing.“ These trends, too, raise ques-

tions and contribute toward shaping future
mobility. Operating in such an environment
means that automakers and their suppliers
are continuously having to innovate and
adapt. This applies to the strategic focus of
their products just as much as to the corporate organization and, in the final resort,
to the geographical locations. In demand
are speed, creativity and precision. The
reward for these efforts: helping to shape
the future of personal mobility at a critical
point – important for a company’s position
in a world of mobility that is becoming
more and more multi-facetted.
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// A REVOLUTION

IN MOBILITY

Horst Binnig, CEO of KSPG, comments on technological developments
in the automotive sector
Are we on the brink of a continuous future trend toward hybridisation
and a gradual transition toward more diverse forms of electric drive
in the years to come? Or do we merely expect a short bold leap in
the age of electric vehicles? In view of the future portfolio alignment,
Heartbeat spoke with the CEO of KSPG about these issues at
a press conference in preparation of the Frankfurt Motor Show.
Horst Binnig, CEO of KSPG AG

Revolution
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Evolution

Evolution

The federal government is currently supporting fuel-cell technology with
development funds of over €160 million in
the coming three years alone. The industry
will help to increase the still very limited
network of hydrogen filling stations to
50 by the end of 2015 and expand up
to 400 filling stations by 2023. This and
similar information about future alterations
in the traffic infrastructure—and thus the
general framework for mobility—tie in with
the current reporting in the media. These
developments are supported by an entire
cluster of megatrends that indicate lasting
repercussions for automotive technology
and the vehicle landscape. From urbanisation and related urban business models
of mobility to demographic change to the
broader repercussions of climate change
on legislation and regulations, these
“guidelines” of change are not merely a
concern for trend forecasters.

Plug-in hybrids are driving the market
“As automotive suppliers, classifying and
projecting the market development in as
detailed and accurate a way as possible is
essential if we are to align our portfolio for
the future,” says KSPG CEO Horst Binnig. In
doing so, the Neckarsulm-based automotive supplier boss is definitely thinking of
his own roadmap for the development of
vehicle technology: “In the coming five
years, we will first see clear growth in plugin hybrids for petrol and diesel engines.
They are the current market drivers,”
affirms Binnig, “and we also continue to
be well positioned for this development,
given our specialisation in emission and
consumption reduction as well as downsizing.” At the same time, however, the company boss is also well aware that leading
this company requires looking even further
into the future. Development cycles in the
automotive industry make it necessary to
set a course for any core areas at an early
stage to be able to keep pace with the
competition and—even better—dash at the
head of the pack in the race for customer
orders.
Following new paths
Looking beyond 2020, Binnig therefore
sees a clear need for KSPG to orient development activities toward an ever-growing
electro-mobility in its various facets. “We’re
clear that we won’t wake up one day and
have only electric vehicles driving on the
streets. But we assume that our markets
are continuously changing and that electric
drives will take on a growing importance
in this process. We need to meet this challenge.” That is why KSPG is already in the
process of forging a new path in aligning its
activities in research and development. On
the product side, for example, this includes
the range extender drive currently in development, while thermal management and
fuel cell components are two other areas

also featured in the current development
portfolio of the supplier. Binnig continues:
“The electric motor will gain importance
at latest from 2025 onwards. The diversity
of the types of drives that will then be available will supply us with further potential for
new business areas.” For this reason, the
KSPG boss is betting on a strategy that allows the company to get the best from both
worlds: “in addition to our vast expertise
in conventional drives, we will strengthen
our competence in relation to the upcoming changes in the automotive market. In
principle, our goal is the same as it has
been for more than 100 years: then as now,
we want to help advance the revolution in
mobility over the long term through novel
solutions and innovative products.”

Horst Binnig sees KSPG as well positioned to thrive in
today’s continuously changing markets
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Dr Frank Junker (middle), Jonas Brüster (left)
and Heino Ender with the housing of
an electric compressor from the SLM machine

// Powder detective story
Highly efficient fabrication of complex sample parts
from atomised aluminium

Pierburg development engineers can
now produce brand-new complex sample
parts ready for testing on the test rig in
only a few days—a process that once
required six weeks! These parts are no
longer cast, but instead are generatively
constructed layer by layer out of atomised
aluminium powder. The company has
optimised the innovative Selective Laser
Melting (SLM) process with its own
know-how, thus increasing the efficiency
of the entire development process.
18
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“When we put the first machine into
operation in September 2013, we had
to contend with several malfunctions,”
remembers Dr Frank Junker, Head of Sample
and Batch Production in Neuss. Numerous
refinements were undertaken with the
active support of the in-house mechanical engineering staff. In the meantime,
two machines are now running a total of
5,000 hours per year, including weekends,
automatically and without tools, administered by a qualified team with a command
of the intricacies of the technology.

In thousands of steps, a high-precision laser transforms extremely
fine aluminium powder into a component. Afterwards, the excess
powder is vacuumed away.

It all depends on the powder
A lot of know-how is put into both the machine technology and the actual production
process. “The challenge,” explains Dr Junker, “lies in producing the component in the
desired quality quickly and economically.”
The quality—which here especially equates
with the density—of the component
critically depends on the grade of the raw
construction material. Pierburg utilises pulverised aluminium without a binding agent.
“Finding the right powder,” says Dr Junker,
“takes real detective work.” Only a few
manufacturers worldwide can atomise it to
the required quality from a solid substance.
This allows us to achieve a remarkably high
density of up to 99.9%.

Finding the right
powder takes real
detective work. The
finer the consistency,
the higher the density
and thus the quality
of the sample part
The extremely fine powder is deposited on
the build platform of the SLM machine in
thin layers only 50 μm thick, each half as
thin as a sheet of paper, and exposed and
fused with a laser beam in selected places.
To compute the vectors of the laser, the
CAD model of the component is subdivided
into individual layers. After the material
has solidified, the build platform descends
incrementally by one layer thickness and
the powder is then reapplied. This cycle is
repeated until several thousand layers have
been fused. After manually removing any
supporting structures that may have been
inserted, the component is then ready for
immediate use. Greater efficiencies can
be realised by adjusting the placement of
the component within the machine and
optimising the laser exposure times in
relation to the supporting processes, e.g.
the layering. In addition to the enormous
reduction in manufacturing time from six

weeks to two days, the SLM process offers
additional advantages. One typical benefit
of the process is the geometric freedom it
affords, which opens up new possibilities,
such as the production of hollow structures
to reduce inertia. The laser is also excellent
for fabricating 3-D conduits, such as for
cooling lubricants, as well as for manufacturing undercuts, which are not producible
with mould-based processes. Moreover, the
high density ensures that the mechanical
characteristics largely correspond to the
base material.

Pierburg produces
components on two
SLM machines in only
a few days, which can
be immediately utilised
on the test rig
“The SLM process,” says Dr Junker, “is a
success story for us. With our know-how, we
are pioneers in a technology that is actually
still in its infancy. This has advanced the
production of complex sample parts and,
as a consequence, promoted the entire
development process.” It provides similar
benefits for other Group companies, which
also commission Pierburg to produce sample parts on the SLM machines.

5,000 hours
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Heinrich Dismon, head of Research &
Development at KSPG, investigates
the interaction of individual components
in reducing CO2 emissions.

on the “Road to 95”
Simulation shows high potential for reducing CO2

The automotive supplier KSPG employed elaborate
simulations to examine the CO2-lowering effect
of its product portfolio. Calculations show that
its components and systems offer considerable
potential for reducing CO2. With the help of its
products, the company thereby makes significant
contributions toward conserving resources
and promoting environmentally friendly mobility
both now and in the future.
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CO2 emission reduction is currently
the most important market driver in the
automotive industry. However, KSPG development divisions had already been placing
a high priority on reducing the fuel consumption directly linked to CO2 emissions
long before the current discussions about
the environment. The automotive supplier
is therefore a longstanding specialist in CO2
reduction. To achieve this, the engineers
of KSPG adjust many small variables in the
advanced development and refinement of
existing products and the conception of new
models in order to be able to demonstrate
as great a total CO2 reduction as possible.
At the same time, it is very challenging to
properly evaluate the savings potential of
each individual measure as a component in
the entire system: “Individual developments
often interact with one another and combine
to result in lower CO2,” explains Heinrich
Dismon, Head of Research & Technology at
KSPG AG.

This will make it more
difficult for vehicles
with petrol engines
to fulfil the European
legal CO2 limit
On the one hand, this is because the C-segment is very widespread in the marketplace.
On the other hand, for technical reasons,
petrol engines have greater specific fuel
consumption and higher CO2 emissions
than diesel engines of equal performance
rating. “This will make it more difficult for
vehicles with petrol engines to fulfil the
European legal CO2 limit of 95 g CO2/km
for 2020. As engineers, our task is therefore even more demanding,” says Dismon.
Within the context of the full vehicle

simulation, KSPG ascertained the effects of
reducing weight by employing lightweight
aluminium structural components in place
of standard parts, variable oil and coolant
pumps and a comprehensively optimised
cylinder system together with a piston
assembly and bearing points in the basic
engine. Moreover, the engine was equipped
with a fully variable intake valve control
system, including two electric camshaft
phase shifters, and cooled low-pressure
exhaust gas recirculation.
13% lower CO2 emissions
For the variable oil pumps, the simulations
in the NEDC resulted in a CO2 reduction of
about 1 g/km. Reduced friction in the cylinder groups and engine mountings as well as
the use of a variable mechanical or electric
coolant pump each reduced CO2 by 3 g/km.
The fully variable intake valve control system with two electric camshaft phase shifters even posted 7 g less CO2/km. A 50 kg
lighter vehicle weight thanks to lightweight
aluminium structural components saved an
additional 2 g of CO2/km. In total, there was
an overall reduction of about 18 g CO2/km
in the NEDC and in the FTP 75. Even in the
new WLTP cycle, which is said to correspond
more strongly with real driving behaviour,
there was still a reduction of 15 g CO2/km.
“In relation to the currently valid NEDC,
120 g CO2/km corresponds to a reduction of
approximately 13% as compared with the
baseline emission of 138 g CO2/km,” says
Dismon, summarising the results.
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// Milestones

Elaborate simulation process
KSPG then looked into the savings potential
of its automotive components with regard
to CO2 emissions. “We used the most
modern, state-of-the-art vehicle simulation
processes for this purpose,” says Dismon.
The calculation is supported by test results
obtained through engine test bench trials
and a CO2 competency demonstrator that
was constructed in-house. The test conditions under which the vehicle simulation
transpires exert a great influence on the
results of the investigations. The consumption-reducing effect of the KSPG product
range was therefore determined for various
legally prescribed approval cycles: for the
current New European Driving Cycle NEDC,
the more globally oriented WLTP and the
high-performance cycle FTP 75. When selecting the baseline vehicle, KSPG decided
upon a compact model with a petrol engine
from the so-called C-segment.

-18 g
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The reference production vehicle
A current compact (C-segment) volume
model of an international automotive
manufacturer served as a baseline
reference vehicle for the investigations.
It weighs 1,350 kg and has a six-speed
manual transmission with an automatic
start-stop mechanism. The turbocharged four-cylinder petrol engine with
direct fuel injection also corresponds
to current state-of-the-art technology.
It has a 1.4 l engine and an output
of 115 kW. The vehicle demonstrates
CO2 emissions of 138 g/km in the 
model currently on the market and only
120 g/km when outfitted with the technology package from KSPG.
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//A classic

RWTH IS NUMBER 1
in the Wirtschaftswoche 2015 ranking
of German mechanical engineering schools

with a future
RWTH Aachen researches how to optimise
internal combustion engines
Whether it be electric or fuel cells—many
experts believe alternative powertrains
are the future. But until that day comes, petrol
and diesel engines will remain the primary
foundation of individual and payload traffic.
The futuristic SuperC building houses RWTH’s student
services facilities.

1-Zylinder Heavy dutyMotorenprüfstand.
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These two classic standbys still have
a lot of potential: the targets are more
power with lower fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions. Scientists of the Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA) at the
Rhineland-Westphalia Technical University
(RWTH) Aachen want to make the internal
combustion engine even more efficient.
However, technologies that go beyond
petrol and diesel drive are not neglected.
The internal combustion engine has already
been in existence for about 150 years—and
in this time it has achieved a great deal.
Along the way, its technology has been
continually refined—it has become more
efficient, smaller—in a word, better. Clever
scientists are to thank for this, like those
found at the Institute for Combustion
Engines (VKA) at the RWTH Aachen. The
team surrounding Professor Dr-Ing. Stefan
Pischinger, who has been leading the
Institute since 1997, is primarily dedicated
to classical subjects of engine technology,
such as the exploration and development

of new and more efficient combustion pro
cesses. Furthermore, aspects like virtual
engine development, hybrid-electric power
train research and onboard electronics are
receiving greater focus. This trend was duly
acknowledged with the establishment of a
Junior Professorship for Mechatronic Systems in Combustion Engines, to which Professor Dr-Ing. Jakob Andert was appointed.
Mechatronics is becoming a dominant
discipline
In particular, the importance of mechatronics has grown steadily in recent decades,
as Andert reports: “As a lynchpin connecting electronics, mechanics, and computer
science, mechatronics has gradually developed from a small niche area to become the
dominant discipline in future powertrains.
Electronics and software make up an
ever-rising share of the added value within
the entire vehicle.” Many consumption and
emission-reducing innovations have been
made possible only through the integration

of high-performance microprocessors and
new automatic control processes. However,
growing complexity also increases the effort
needed in research and development.

Effectively utilising
this complexity while
safely mastering it is
one of the key factors
for the trends we
will encounter in the
coming years
Ancillary units are increasingly electric
The field of mechatronics is currently experiencing a strong trend toward electrification of the ancillary units from the internal
combustion engines—for example, the oil
and fuel pump or the turbocharger—and
their demand-actuated feedback control.
“Variabilities in the valve train, electric tur-
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Inquired!
bocharging units and innovative concepts
for variable compression are only a few examples,” explains Andert. The introduction
of a higher vehicle voltage combined with
stronger application of electrical energy in
transient operation also appears to be an
interesting alternative to cost-intensive full
hybrid electric powertrains. In the process,
an engineer must think beyond his traditional academic field, as Andert explains:
“The mechanics, the electronics, the
higher-level automatic control—all these
concepts have a strongly interdisciplinary
character.”

optimal for all requirements and driving
profiles. We will certainly experience
greater diversification in technologies.”

Driving behaviour as efficiency factor
Andert believes that we are in the middle
of a sea change in mobility. Drivers and
their behaviour on the road must also be
integrated into an overall concept for lower
consumption. At the same time, intelligent
assistance systems help the driver mobilise
the vehicle more efficiently. “The inter
action of vehicles with their environment
and one another is enabling assistance
functions that are already making semi-
automatic driving a reality today. Intelligent
control strategies allow us to achieve
impressive benefits in consumption under
real driving conditions without sacrificing
comfort.” Here one goal is also to better
transfer the improvements achieved in
the test cycle to actual road traffic. “At the
moment we are working on linking complex traffic simulations involving several
vehicles communicating with one another
in real time with real test rigs,” explains Andert. “Doing this enables us to realise test
scenarios for future applications today—for
a networked environment, which still does
not yet exist in this form.”

The strengths of the electric powertrain
are most apparent in inner-city traffic
with short distances and multiple braking
applications. However, using storage with
high energy density—like diesel or even
biofuels—is the most sensible alternative
for long-range transportation from both an
ecological and economic standpoint.
We have therefore not yet reached the end
of the long history of the internal combustion engine.

Hybrid vehicles impressively show us how
the internal combustion engine can fully
utilise its strengths
in combination with
mechatronics systems

Think beyond ’either/or’
And how does the Aachen-based researcher
evaluate the trend occurring in alternative
powertrains? Will they replace the internal
combustion engine at some point? “I would
like to get away from either/or thinking
here,” says Andert. “No powertrain is
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Modern motor engineering without modern
testing facilities would be impossible:
Professor Dr Andert inspects a test bed.

Professor Dr Stefan Pischinger is Chairman of the Institute
for Combustion Engines (VKA) at RWTH Aachen.

Along with conventional test equipment
for internal combustion engines,
the VKA has a special E-motor test bench.

// What is so special about the Institute
for Internal Combustion Engines?
We cover a large area of research. This
ranges from fuels to motor construction
and diesel and petrol engine combustion
to alternative and electric powertrains.
In addition, control algorithms are playing an ever more important role. Thanks
to the numerous research facilities with
engine test rigs for passenger and commercial vehicle motors, power transmissions, electric machines and batteries
as well as a chemical laboratory, an allwheel roller test bench and a test track
in Aldenhoven, we are outstandingly
positioned to answer research questions
concerning internal combustion engine
powertrain systems—extending from the
first conceptual idea to the implementation the vehicle.
// If you would like to venture a pre
diction: what types of powertrains will
we see on the roads in 2030?
The optimal powertrain strongly depends on the concrete application.
You’ll see a larger range of concepts for
motors and fuels. The development of
the internal combustion engine is far

Tremendous versatility, rationally and efficiently arranged:
a glimpse inside the test bench building.
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certainly experience increasing market
penetration of various hybrid concepts in
short and medium-range transportation.
Over the long term, the purely electric
powertrain can also represent a reasonable alternative—when the energy can
be sustainably generated.

from over—significant optimizations can
still be achieved through downsizing
in combination with new turbocharger
concepts, the electrification of ancillary
units, the Miller cycle and approaches
like variable compression ratios. We will

// Which applications will still favour
internal combustion engines in 2030?
What will the CO2 emissions of such an
engine then look like?
The internal combustion engine, powered with liquid fuels, will especially
remain the principal energy source for
medium and long-range transportation
as well as heavy-duty operations. Depending on the application, the intelligent combination of internal combustion
engine and electric motor comes into
play here. Furthermore, next-generation
biofuels and waste heat utilization will
become promising add-on technologies
in long-range mobility and heavy-duty applications. All the technologies
mentioned will lead to a drastic reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030—based
on current testing procedures. We are
talking about savings of up to more than
50% in the passenger vehicle segment.

Known as the “Z Building“ on account of its layout, this state-of-the-art structure houses
RWTH Aachen’s Institute for Combustion Engines.
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//Strategic cooperation

strengthens
global position

Both companies are market leaders in
their businesses: Kolbenschmidt in piston
technology, Riken Corporation, Tokyo (not
to be confused with the research institute
of the same name) in piston rings. Just as
Kolbenschmidt, Riken Corporation commands a global presence, with locations in
Asia, the USA, and Europe. Through their
strategic partnership, the two companies
have the presence and strength required
for success in the international market.

Partnership with Japan’s piston ring specialist Riken

1927

billion yen
annual sales

year of foundation

4,400

employees worldwide

Pistons and piston rings—an indivisible unity inside the engine
compartment. Within this context one thing is quite clear: expertise
in pistons dovetails perfectly with expertise in piston rings.
For this reason, KS Kolbenschmidt will in future be collaborating
worldwide on a strategic scale with Japan’s piston ring specialist Riken.
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KS Kolbenschmidt’s Thomas Mainitz is in charge
of cooperation with Riken.

expedient, adopt a one-face-to-customer
approach. All this will open up vast opportunities for the customer. „With its international R&D and production presence, this
partnership will enable us to offer existing
and future customers tailored piston
assemblies and hence share in new engine
programs,“ says Mainitz.

Besides reduction in CO2 emissions,
the goals include improved durability
and mileage as well as lower costs
duced friction accounts for the other 50 percent. „Together with Riken we can draw on
enhanced R&D competence in important
issues such as friction reduction and CO2
abatement,“ explains Thomas Mainitz,
senior executive at KS Kolbenschmidt and
responsible for the Riken partnership. The
joint development efforts cover piston assemblies for light- and heavy-duty engines
for both automotive and industrial applications. Besides reduction in CO2 emissions,
the goals include improved durability and
mileage as well as lower costs.

TokYo

75

Cooperation in marketing and R&D
Entered into in 2015, the agreement covers
marketing and development. It is especially
in the development of new piston assemblies that the alliance yields vast benefits
for both parties. Fifty percent of friction on
a piston assembly is caused by the actual
pistons plus bearings while piston-ring in-

Custom-tailored all-in solutions
In order to optimize the piston assembly
solutions offered to their joint customers
around the globe, KS Kolbenschmidt and
Riken will also coordinate their regional
marketing and development efforts as
well as their technical support and, where

About Riken
Riken Corporation is a listed company,
headquartered in Tokyo. Annual sales in
2013 added up to 75 billion yen. Founded
in 1927, the company has an extensive
product range primarily focused on engine
and motor vehicle components including

Targeting China
Although the cooperation agreement has
only been signed this year, to those in
charge at Kolbenschmidt, Riken is certainly
no unknown entity. Both parties have a
stake in India’s piston producer Shriram
Pistons and Rings Ltd. Within the context of
this agreement the Japanese and Germans
have been working together closely and
constructively for decades in many production projects. What’s more, the two
plan to extend their partnership to include
the eminently important growth market of
China. To this end, a Letter of Intent on the
formation of a joint venture for the production of piston rings has already been signed.
The new company will be headquartered
in Wuhan, a production site of Riken.

piston rings, seals and gaskets, camshafts,
valve seats and cast housings. Riken
employs some 4,000 people worldwide—
in Japan and another eight countries.

Rings play an essential role in the way
piston systems work.
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Electric coolant pump
for 48-volt vehicle electrical systems
The 12-volt vehicle electrical system of
automobiles is increasingly being strained
to its limits by ever more systems that
consume high amounts of electricity.
Manufacturers are therefore looking at
48-volt power supplies. Pierburg developed
the electric coolant pump CWA 950-48V
especially for this purpose. It has the same
features as the model CWA 200 and 400,

but delivers 950 watts of power thanks to
the higher supply voltage. In the future,
this pump type will be able to cover power
outputs of up to 1,600 watts. Electric water
pumps have a wide range of applications.
For example, they enable optimal thermal
management in combustion engines during
both engine operation and when the engine
is switched off.

Pierburg produces 100 million EPCs

New coating for
engine blocks
Cylinder bores with coated running surfaces have significant advantages. Some time
ago, the KS HUAYU AluTech GmbH (formerly KS Aluminium-Technologie GmbH)
introduced a new coating: the so-called
RSW process (Rotating Single Wire). This
involves the use of a low-cost material in
the form of a wire that is easy to process.
Due to the variability in coating material

The 100 millionth electro-pneumatic converter (EPC)
for petrol and diesel engines recently rolled off the
production line at Pierburg in Neuss. Production of
the electro-pneumatic converter began in 1993.
The Pierburg EPC won its big break with the TDI engines
of VW, whereby the EPC initially controlled the exhaust
gas recirculation valve and, a short time later, also the

and process parameters, RSW technology
generally offers great potential for reducing
friction and wear. After prototypes proved
successful in testing, series production
for a German premium manufacturer began
in the Neckarsulm factory in August of
this year.

variable turbine geometry of the turbocharger. Applications subsequently followed, first for diesel engines
and, in the meantime, increasingly also for petrol
engines. Pierburg is globally competitive thanks
to fully automatic manufacturing on several production
lines. Almost all automotive manufacturers today count
among its circle of customers.

Electric compressor
increases engine efficiency
Pierburg has developed an electric compressor enabling rapid
increase of the charging pressure for engines with exhaust turbochargers. The components allow the pressure to be increased independently of the exhaust-gas energy. This significantly increases
the driving performance and efficiency of the engine. The electric
compressor has a wear-free, brushless direct current motor.
The motor and the electronics are cooled via a water jacket linked
with the cooling system of the engine. The compressor can be used
in both petrol and diesel engines; the first experimental parts are
now available and are already being tested.
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Friction

KS P232: new material for
higher efficiency
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Kolbenschmidt presents the new plain bearing construction material KS P232 at the IAA 2015. KSPG thereby expands its portfolio of
Permaglide brand name bearing elements to include this ultra-low
friction material for lubricated applications. Its starting behaviour is
so good—especially with hydrodynamic bearing zones, such as the
bearing of common rail fuel injection pumps—that pump efficiency
losses can be reduced across tighter bearing clearances. Moreover,
KS P232 is optimally suited for lubricated bearing zones in chassis
and powertrains with high dynamic loads. KS P232 is based on a
high-performance polyamide and is suitable for continuous use at
temperatures of up to 180°C. It has a triple-layered structure and
tolerates extremely high dynamic loads of more than 100 MPa.
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// Does Tuning have

a future?

An interview with horsepower pro Jean Pierre Kraemer
Heartbeat spoke with the tuning specialist and head of
a loyal fan club of more than 280,000 YouTubers in
the BMW branch showroom of his hometown of Dortmund
about his opinions on autos, the fun of tuning and how
he came to television.
Most Germans know him from the
popular Sport1 series “Die PS-Profis—Mehr
Power aus dem Pott”, (literally: “The Horsepower Pros—More Power from the Ruhr”).
Since 2014, he’s been on the “Road to 95”.
In a recent series of videos, he has documented the effort necessary to bring CO2
emissions for new cars down to 95 grams
per kilometre by the year 2020.
// What do autos mean to you?
That has changed over the years. As an
18-year-old, autos were everything to me,
but it was a dream that seemed difficult to
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reach. I even sometimes came here with the
tram in order to look at autos. Now that I’m
34, I’m in this scene and I’m also proud that
my name is almost synonymous with the
word “auto” for many people in Germany,
but I look at the whole thing in a fundamentally more relaxed way.
// With such a large number of fans, is it
even still possible to keep track, given all
the comments you get there?
I’m always the amusing, funny fellow, but
I observe everything. I observe absolutely
everything, every reaction. I try to read as

much as possible under the videos in order
to find out what people want to see and file
that away completely unconsciously in my
mind and react to what they write 100%.
And I think everyone watches YouTube by
now. For instance, we have an incredibly
high percentage of women viewers and also
a high share of 60–65-year-old men.
// Are the YouTubers also your tuning
customers?
No, my circle of customers is substantially
smaller, but when you are a car enthusiast,
then I think you also want to have some
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I cycle everywhere
within 5 km when
the weather is gorgeous

You’ll never amount
to anything

understanding of every technical detail.
The customers who come to me are people
who trust what I say, who think: “Yes, he explains that well to me, I actually understand
what I should buy based on what he’s told
me”—and that’s the reason why I believe
many customers come to me.
// And what about ecology? The tuner tribe
doesn’t really care much about petrol con
sumption, does it?
Believe it or not, I personally play a new
game every day of getting down to the
lowest petrol consumption. But that’s
because I’ve had enough. I’ve been a
motorsport driver for some years and have
absolutely no interest in putting my pedal
to the metal out on the road. Very few
people realise it, but I’m actually more
a “right lane—100 km/h” type of fellow.
I also cycle a lot, especially within a 5-km
radius. I often take my bike on these routes
when the sun is shining.
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// And what is the special feeling you get
when tuning?
For me, it’s all about improvement. I think
that the auto industry does a very good
job at everything, no matter what it does.
For me, it’s really about improving an auto
even further, whether it be the driving, the
performance or the sound—it needs to be
really better!
// Let’s think about your “Road to 95”
series. When we arrive at 95 g CO2 in
2020, won’t the fun of tuning be over at
some point?
Yes, we’re currently in a phase where we’re
squeezing the highest efficiency out of the
fuel. I believe that’s the biggest shift that
the tuning scene has witnessed. We’re
right in the middle of it and it means turbo
technology—supercharging technology
or e-compressors—that just really tries to
boost efficiency as high as possible. That’s
also what tuning is all about.

// Would you say the tuning scene has
a future?
Yes, but not as it is now. It will change radically within the next 10 years because it will
become electric.
// Can you adjust and calibrate as much
there as you can with combustion engines?
I hope that I can, but it won’t be easy. For
example, we’re working on BMW i8, we also
have a very close relationship with Tesla,
we experiment and we’re also always gathering knowledge because many tuners who
aren’t doing anything in that direction at all
are going to experience a very cold awakening. That means that they’ll have to learn a
great deal in a very short time.
// But having one’s auto tuned certainly
isn’t exactly cheap?
I’m not a tuner who targets certain groups
of buyers. We are just as willing to convert
the Golf 2. For me, it’s all about improvement. The potential for improving an M4 is
of course smaller than that of a Golf 4. The
important thing is that one finds the right
mix between price and performance for the
tuning that one does.

// So, 12 hp for €3,000?
Yes, that’s how it really is sometimes.
And then the lads want to persuade me
that that really achieves anything at all.
They have this performance diagram in
the glovebox and they say to themselves:
“Wow, now I’ve spent €3,000 for 12 hp”
and they kid themselves into believing:
“Hey, that works a lot better”. For a vehicle
weighing 1,500 kg, 12 hp is NOT noticeable, full stop! But an electronic control
unit for a turbocharged vehicle with a
baseline performance of 220 hp can, for
example, boost this up to 300 hp at a cost
of only €700. That’s something you can
really notice. I therefore look very closely
at what I recommend to people.

// You are now somebody who travels
worldwide and who is a world citizen due
to your upbringing. Is tuning more of a
European phenomenon?
We have no idea here about what tuning
can mean. Because of the German TÜV,
we are the ones who alter our vehicles the
least. Every country has different philosophies and different approaches. I also want
to talk even more about that soon on YouTube by having us start to travel and show
the folks in Germany how Russians, how
people in Dubai, in Japan, China or America
want to have their cars.

How does one get into television?
Got up one morning and the telephone rang:
we’re looking for somebody with a very fast
auto for our program “GRIP”. Do you have
one? JP: I do. Did the film shooting, talked
a lot (the auto was almost too fast). Got a

// Were you always somebody who liked to
explain things to people?
There’s a really wonderful story from my
schooldays: I did my A levels in the
completely normal way and then did an
apprenticeship at Porsche to become an
automobile salesman. And back then I read
a great deal and was occupied very much
with technology. And then I would always
tell my vocational school teacher how
things worked. And then at one point he
said: “Jean Pierre, you’ll never amount to
anything!” And the funny thing is, whenever I meet my schoolmates from that time
someplace, they always call out: “You’ll
never amount to anything!”.

call the next morning from the head of Focus
TV: Are you Mr Kraemer and would you like to
do a television show for us? JP answers: No!
Things went on like this for another year until
he changed his mind. The rest is history.
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// At home

in the world
How a corporation brings
internationality to life every day

Expanding and strengthening international structures are basic requirements
for the globalisation strategies of many companies. At KSPG, employees
of the Group-wide HR International Department dedicate themselves to
implementing this task. One of them is Daniela Uhrmann. Together with
her three colleagues, she handles the organisation of employee deployments,
manages foreign internships, supervises the rollout of new processes and
tools and supports the international trainee programme.

“I’ve been thinking and living internationally since my childhood,” says Daniela
Uhrmann, who came to KSPG in 2012.
Prior to that, she had studied German and
European business law and worked in
Spain and Switzerland. Her colleagues in
the HR International Team also know what
it means to gather international experience
from their own backgrounds. All of them
see the goals of their work as very clear:
The company achieves higher efficiency
once it is able to maintain its “knowledge”
at a high standard worldwide and implements internationally standardised processes. Uhrmann continues: “With its inter
national HR strategy, KSPG however also
wants to motivate and recruit open-minded
and foresightful skilled personnel and
junior staff—, including and especially outof-the-box thinkers, in order to work with
them to strengthen its basic competence as
a sustainable Global Player.”
Employee deployments and job rotation
Organising the foreign assignment of
skilled and executive personnel from and
to multiple countries (not just Germany)
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is therefore one of the core tasks of the
Department, to which the Personnel Officers Olga Scheb and Julia Hosnofsky also
belong. Says Olga Scheb: “Meanwhile, real
and actual programmes exist at KSPG for
this purpose. For example, young employees from Financial Accounting in Neuss
have the opportunity to gather their first
foreign work experiences in a job rotation.”
Participants can take on both familiar and
new 6-to-12-week assignments at up to
three foreign locations within four years.
“The programme intensifies collaboration among the participating companies,
whether they be in Neuss, Ústí, Lanciano or Shanghai,” adds Julia Hosnofsky.
Among other things, they need to negotiate
deployment contracts, obtain visas and
search for apartments or houses to ensure
that employees and their families feel at
home while abroad. With every assignment,
Uhrmann is convinced that “both young and
older expatriates broaden their horizon of
experiences, further develop their personalities and build their international network.
Under certain circumstances, the view of
country-specific ways of working then also

leads to enabling best practice models to
be transferred to other locations.”

Processes can be
optimised with
cross-national Best
Practice Sharing
The Department also fosters this connection internally by hosting international HR
conferences. This promotes an interconnected working style and appropriately
reflects the decentralised DNA of the
Group—because projects should not be
initiated solely from the HR International
Headquarters in Neuss. Instead, all HR
Departments are called upon to contribute
their ideas and realise them together with
their colleagues in other countries.
Tools for efficient, standardised processes
When new processes and tools are introduced to the foreign locations, HR International advises and trains the Personnel
Directors, e.g. with the help of e-learning
courses. For example, they demonstrate
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Trainee programme

how paper-based processes can be
replaced with more efficient electronically
aided procedures and then standardised
cross-nationally. Moreover, the Personnel
Departments at other locations receive
support from Neuss through recruitment for
key positions and management of core HR
processes for executives. With the help of a
web tool, the applications of both executives and students will also soon be sent
directly to the responsible contact person at
the individual target locations without detouring past the national HR Departments.
The simplified process is efficient, enlarges
the applicant pool and makes KSPG even
more attractive for widely sought-after engineers and skilled personnel.
Six-month trainee programme as a direct
entry point into the KSPG world
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six university graduates, in which they travelled to various KSPG locations and realised
selected projects. All of them were awarded
a permanent work contract and had the
opportunity during this time to get to know
the company and find a suitably secure job
for themselves after the trainee period.

Six Generation Y
trainees use freedom
to develop and build
worldwide networks
“My manufacturing control project involved
compiling production information, so-called
Key Performance Indicators (KPI), in various
factories,” recalls Solis Ramirez, describing her work as a trainee. “I analysed
the existing systems internationally and
collaborated on a concept to standardise
them worldwide.” Using her “international
spectacles”, the industrial engineer also
looks at her current work in supplier and
customer management at the Niederrhein
factory in Neuss and, in the process, utilises the network of personal contacts that
she established during her trainee period.
Typical German checklists have proven an
enormous help for her in organising her
tasks. “Check, check, check—ever since I’ve
been in Germany, I’ve been checking off the
entries on my checklist conscientiously,”
smiles Solis Ramirez, explaining her thorough way of working.

A lady who’s seen the world for herself:
Daniela Uhrmann.

A good one and a half years ago, Irma Cloudette Solis Ramirez had also reacted to the
trainee programme announcement on the
KSPG website and sent her application from
Mexico to Neuss. In December 2013, she
earned her degree in Industrial Engineering and Management at the Autonomous
University of Chihuahua in the largest
federal state of Mexico. These studies were
accompanied by two semesters abroad in
Bonn and Mannheim. Solis Ramirez underwent a multiple-stage selection process
involving more than 500 applicants. In May
2014, she met the other trainees of her year
in Neuss. Meanwhile, the young people
from India, Lithuania, Lebanon and the USA
have become confidantes and even friends.
The six-month trainee period lasting until
November 2014 represented a kind of
project and job orientation phase for the

Personal budget for business trips,
language courses and training
She values the trainee period as a good
transition phase between studies and
working life. “We may have been thrown
into cold water,” observes Solis Ramirez,
“but we had many freedoms, which we
actively took advantage of.” As a 25-yearold, she belongs to Generation Y, which is
motivated by having personal responsibility
and creative room to develop. The trainees
had their own budget, which was used for
business trips and advanced instructional
activities, such as language courses and
trainings on project management or teambuilding. A fixed agenda only applied for
the first few days, where basic knowledge
about KSPG was imparted, including a drive
to Neckarsulm. After that, Daniela Uhrmann
lent her advisory support in a regular consultation hour. In the meantime, the trainees even have their own intranet site, where
the experiences and tips from previous
groups of trainee graduates will be made
available to the eight-person third batch of
young colleagues currently active since June
2015. HR International is currently planning
the rollout of the trainee programme for
Mexico in 2016 and for China in 2018.

The Pierburg commu
nity organises
leisure time activities
for trainees
and expatriates
HR International organises monthly leisure
time activities so that the trainees, expatriates and employees from other German
locations feel good in their new home and
get to know one another. Solis Ramirez
is also very involved here, having already
invited the other trainees over for a Mexican
cooking get-together and even taken a
holiday trip in her native country with some
of the people from the group. For Daniela
Uhrmann and her colleagues, the encounters, activities and programmes show that
the internationality in daily interaction has
been well received. The Group strategy is
becoming the experienced reality at Global
Player KSPG—with dynamic support from HR
International.

Irma Cloudette Solis Ramirez found her way from Mexico to Neuss,
developing a taste for Teutonic precision.
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People
Dr Alexander Sagel is intimately
familiar with the inner workings of
the Mercedes-Benz.

// Test drive with

Dr Alexander Sagel
Head of the KSPG Hardparts Division
The test of an innovative diesel engine from Mercedes-Benz takes
Dr Alexander Sagel on a drive through the Weinsberger Valley
winegrowing region. The V6 power train of its E-Class 350 BlueTEC is
the first engine from a series production passenger vehicle to feature
steel pistons—developed and brought to the production stage by KS
Kolbenschmidt in nearby Neckarsulm. Together with its customer from
Untertürkheim and its development partner Hirschvogel, the company
recently received the Steel Innovation Prize 2015 for this novelty.
Important North-South and East-West
routes still interconnect in the Weinsberger
Valley today, and some motorists associate
the Weinsberger Valley motorway junction
with traffic congestion. Even hundreds of
years ago, this place was already a popular meeting point for highly diverse ethnic
groups. Probably the most well-known were
the Guelphs, whose momentous withdrawal
in 1140 gives the Weinsberger castle its
name “Weibertreu” [‘womanly-loyal’]. The
long-besieged denizens of Weinsberg were
only allowed to let their women depart
with everything they could carry. Without hesitation, these women chose their
menfolk and carried them ‘loyally’ down
the mountain to freedom. We are now in
the northern foothills of the Swabian-Franconian mountains, which the people of
Neckarsulm consider the lowlands. The
Sulm River runs through the little town of
Weinsberg and flows into the Neckar shortly
thereafter. “I learned that our company
headquarters location is pronounced ‘Neck-
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ar-sulm’ and not ‘Neckars-ulm’, but that’s
all the insider knowledge I have,” says the
phd material scientist puckishly and adds:
“but, although I don’t come from here, I
feel very good and completely at home in
this region.” He has lived in Swabia since
the mid-1990s after studying in Berlin and
holding various stations in the USA. Having
first worked at the university in Ulm, then
at Daimler and subsequently at KSPG in
Neckarsulm (since 2005), he now lives with
his family in nearby Leingarten.
Turning a passion into a profession
Living here was actually a childhood dream
of his. That desire stemmed from his first
great hobby, mineralogy, to which he fully
dedicated himself in his childhood and
adolescent years. Brimming with scientific curiosity, he began to document his
fascination for minerals in a paper on the
crystalline structure of quartz when he was
eight years old: “The forms of the crystals,
their structures and colours were incredibly

fascinating to me.” Sagel was born near
Frankfurt in 1971, but lived in a village of
350 inhabitants in Northern Hesse starting from age 11. However, minerals are
relatively scarce in Hesse, thus prompting
his early desire to head south. This impulse
also found its outlet in hunting excursions
to the Grossglockner with his father and
two older brothers.

I learned that our
company headquarters
location is pronounced ‘Neckar-sulm’
When not occupied with hunting, he was
either searching for minerals or photographing them. Today he imparts this
fascination to his own 9 and 12-year-old
children—for example, when they search
for hidden ‘treasures’ in the waste rock
pile of the Black Forest Clara Mine on their
holidays together.
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A place of outstanding natural beauty,
the Weinsberger Valley is the perfect setting for
a relaxed spin with an E-Class.

// Budding talent

with brains
KSPG sponsors inventors’ competition

Creative minds at
KS Kolbenschmidt:
trainee Philip Binnen
and two pupils
together make the
idea of adjustable
high heels a reality.

It is understandable that this early passion
also influenced his choice of studies and
still animates him when his professional
work centres upon material compositions
and substances. Special fields, which do not
merely draw his occasional involvement, but
which actually represent the technological
core of the Hardparts Division. As the head
of this Division, which merges worldwide
KSPG activities for pistons, bearings and
the casting business, he was able to test
drive the Mercedes-Benz steel piston engine
very early in the trial phase. But the series
production motor is also able to meet
Sagel’s expectations on longer routes, and
actually behaves “surprisingly unobtrusively”. Even upon critical observation, the
Kolbenschmidt boss can also discern no
variance from aluminium pistons. He knows
that the difference first becomes apparent

at the petrol station, when the 3–4% lower
consumption manifests itself, although
steel pistons certainly also still have
“upside potential in terms of performance”.
Personal competitive gene
Sagel is one of those people with a driving
thirst for knowledge. He has, as he puts it,
a competitive gene in him. Perhaps this is
also a reason for his once strong dedication
as a decathlete: “I like to compete against
others and sports would be nothing for
me without competition.” It all started
during the 1984 Olympic Summer Games
in Los Angeles, where he saw Carl Lewis
win four gold medals. This momentous
event kindled his fascination for track and
field sports. In the meantime, his children
are also developing their own interests in
sports and other areas. This allows the fam-

ily man time to continue training himself
later in the evening and stay fit.

sports would be
nothing for me with
out competition
There he also sees parallels to everyday
business, because the Hardparts Division
would also not be able to move ahead
without continuous improvement and
advanced development: “When I see our
strongly dedicated teams here or in Mexico
or in the Czech Republic, all working on the
improvement of processes and products
with unbelievable energy, then it’s a great
motivation for me,” he admits excitedly. The
steel pistons in his Mercedes are a current
example of this.

Steel pistons
Connecting rods

Thrust washers
The Mercedes E 350 BlueTEC is the
first serially produced passenger car
to be powered by steel pistons.
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Getting young people
excited about technology
and instilling values like
innovative spirit more
strongly within the
region—these are the
aims of the school
competition “Kreative
Köpfe” [“Creative Minds”].
KSPG supports young
inventors in realizing their
innovative ideas in the
natural sciences,
technology, computer
science and mathematics.

In the beginning, there were some
ideas that seemed impossible. But,
thanks to KSPG, a total of seven pupils
from Neckarsulm und Bad Wimpfen were
ultimately able to see that their dreams
could come true. The company immediately assigned several trainees to assist
the 13 and 14-year-olds in implementing
their ideas. “We supported two girls who
often heard the same complaint in their
families and circle of friends: every time
they go out in high heels, they experience
sore feet the next day. That gave them the
idea to produce shoes with retractable and
extendable heels,” says Philipp Binnen, an
industrial mechanic trainee in his second
year, explaining the idea behind “Project
Down-Ups”. The KSPG trainees and the
pupils tinkered, experimented, and tested
together for hours, applying all manner of
technical tricks, until finally a prototype
emerged. This was well received by the
Kreative Köpfe competition jury: the project landed at the very top of the winners’
podium and received the prize for “technical realization”.
Dedicated with heart and soul
Justin Blaschka and Alexander Vogt, both
in the first year of their KSPG trainee
ship to become industrial mechanics,
actively supported the pupils of the Albert
Schweitzer Secondary School in developing a pencil that combines three different
lead thicknesses. And second-year trainees

 lexander Kolb and Manuel Maier utilized
A
their electronic know-how and technical
skills in collaborating with young girls
attending Johannes Häußler School to
outfit a handbag with an electric light. Both
projects received recognition during the
competition. At KSPG, staff are proud of
their young talent: “Making the impossible
a reality—that’s what our trainees and the
pupils achieved together—and they obviously had a lot of fun doing it,” beams Norbert Roth, Technical Training Manager. “The
competition is important for us in getting
young people excited about technology,
particularly in view of nurturing our future
skilled personnel.”

the project landed
at the very top of
the winners’ podium
and received the
prize for “technical
realization”
Promoting inventive genius
Every year, the Kreative Köpfe Foundation
holds the inventors’ competition in Bad
Mergentheim, Tauberbischofsheim, Wertheim and Neckarsulm. On average, the
pupils submit approximately 300 ideas;
some of the inventions have already
received registered patents at the German
Patent and Trademark Office.

High heels
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Good to know
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Die Kuh die lacht

Anyone approaching Frankfurt can already spot its characteristic cityscape from a great distance: the skyscrapers
are among the highest in all of Europe. The famous skyline
has earned this city of 700,000 inhabitants the nickname
“Mainhattan”, an allusion to Manhattan in New York City.
Frankfurt is among the most important international financial centres, with the seat of the European Central Bank, the
German Central Bank, the Frankfurt Stock Exchange as well
as numerous financial institutions located here. Moreover,
this metropolis on the Main River serves as both a European

02
Städel Museum
01
Main Tower
Go up once and reach for the
clouds: the Main Tower is the
only skyscraper in Frankfurt
that invites visitors to discover
the city from above—on a
200-metre-high observational
platform. Especially spectacular at sunset.
Neue Mainzer Str. 52–58
www.maintower.de
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From Dürer to Monet and
Picasso to Genzken—the Städel
Museum offers an overview of
more than 700 years of European art history under one roof. As
one of 15 institutes located on
the Museumsufer [“museums
on the riverbank”], the Städel is
the oldest and most renowned
museum foundation in Germany
today.
Schaumainkai 63
www.staedelmuseum.de

Kurt-Schumacher-Str.

// Modern financial

Bo

transportation hub and an industrial, service and trade fair
centre. Boasting the second-largest trade fairgrounds in the
world, it is home to, among others, the Frankfurt Book Fair,
the International Motor Show (IAA) and the Achema, the most
important international industrial gathering of the process
industry. Many visitors discover only at second glance that
“Mainhattan” also has a totally different side: in addition to
trade fair goings-on and international financial events, it also
offers many sights of traditional and historical value.

03
Römerberg
Central focal point for tourists
from all over the world: rebuilt
in 1986 according to historical
building blueprints, the grand
Fachwerkhäuser [half-timbered
houses] of Römerberg have
lost nothing from their original
charm. Other landmarks like
the Römer [town hall], the
Kaiserdom [imperial cathedral],
St. Paul’s Church and the
Goethe House are located
within walking distance.
Römerberg
www.domroemer.de

04
Kleinmarkthalle
From Handkäs mit Musik [marinated German hand cheese
with onions] to fresh organic
meat to oriental spices, over
60 merchants entice shoppers
into the Kleinmarkthalle [little
market hall] with fresh food
from all over the world Monday–Saturday. Sampling and
savouring is expressly allowed!
Hasengasse 7
www.kleinmarkthalle.de
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05
Alt-Sachsenhausen
Nowhere does the Frankfurt
regional beverage, the Apfelwein [cider], taste better
than in one of the quaint and
traditional pubs in Alt-Sachsenhausen. One of the oldest
Apfelwein establishments is the
Fichtekränzi. The “Ebbelwei”,
“Äppler” or “Stöffche” [all local
terms for ’cider’] is served here,
of course befittingly poured
from a Bembel, the traditional
grey stoneware pitcher with
blue patterning.
Wallstr. 5
www.fichtekraenzi.de

By the way: KSPG will also
be in Hanover for the IAA.
This year, you’ll find us
in Hall 8,
Stand F26.

06
Palmengarten
A green oasis in the middle of
the city: visitors to the Palmengarten [palm garden] immerse
themselves in a 20-hectare
exotic landscape. A diverse
programme of exhibitions
and events attracts guests to
mingle under the palms and
huge shrubs all year round.
Siesmayerstr. 61
www.palmengarten.de
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Alt-Sachsenhausen

02
Städel Museum

07
Jimmy’s Bar
A mellow whiskey in the hand,
listening to the sounds of
the pianist: the classic club
atmosphere with large leather
armchairs makes Jimmy’s a
legend. The bar has been a
fixture of Frankfurt nightlife for
more than 60 years.
Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 40
www.hessischer-hof.de/de/
jimmys-bar-frankfurt

08
Die Kuh die lacht
Burger fans will love Die Kuh die
lacht [“the laughing cow”]. High
quality ingredients from the
local region, freshly prepared
to order, and good service are
most important here. Tasty
menu selections range from barbecue to bacon-cheese-chicken
to vegetarian falafel burgers.
Schillerstr. 28 and Friedensstr. 2
www.diekuhdielacht.com
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